The Oregon Woodland Cooperative oﬀers a
discount for current members on all LogRite
products, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safely Move and
Transport Logs
with LogRite
Professional Tools

Log Arches and Accessories
BTS Hauler
Trailers and Carts
Truck Claws
Cant Hooks and Peaveys
Specialty Hooks
Hookaroons and Other Hand Tools
Forestry Pruning Saws

®

See the website or full product brochure for details.

All LogRite Professional Log Moving Tools are
proudly made in the USA.

Oregon Woodland Coopera.ve
PO Box 144
Banks, OR 97106

For more information or
to purchase, contact OWC:
(888) 800-1192
owc@owco-op.com
www.oregonwoodlandcooperative.com
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OWC Members Receive Substantial Discounts on LogRite Tools
Since 1980, Oregon Woodland Cooperative (OWC) members have helped other members create and market products
from the forest. Now a distributor for LogRite tools, OWC can offer these fine tools to our members at a substantial
discount.
LogRite Tools LLC makes a variety of high-quality, aluminum-handled logging and woodworking tools that are
stronger, lighter and safer to use than the traditional wood handle models. LogRite also manufactures the most
ergonomic and useful tools for low impact forest operations with minimal ground disturbance, such as pruning,
thinning and log skidding. All LogRite tools are designed to increase employee safety, reduce downtime and liability.

Log Arches Move Any Log Anywhere on Any Slope
LogRite Log Arches are indispensable tools for moving
logs. These arches pick up the logs at their midpoints so
that the logs are fully suspended. This results in clean logs,
minimal ground disturbance, and less energy required to
move that log. Another advantage of a fully suspended log
is it allows you to back in and out of any area. LogRite
offers two different styles of arches in six sizes. Small
arches are designed to be used by hand while large
forwarding arches are designed to move logs up to 6,000
pounds. A variety of accessories such as tow packages and
slings are available to accomplish specific moving tasks.
The largest LogRite Log Arches only require a 30−40 HP
tractor. The arches can carry a 30' or longer log when using
a Fetching Arch as the tag axle to pick up the tail.

The Best Ergonomic Hand Truck on the Market
The BTS Hauler is a 2-in-1 hand truck and brush cart unit
that features a 1500-lb. load limit and 46 cubic feet of
space. No tools are needed to convert the hand truck into
the brush cart. The hand truck’s ergonomic handle system
allows you to lift logs, barrels or large and bulky load easily
and comfortably.

All Terrain Dump Trailer
The LogRite Dump Trailer features a mechanical scissor
lift mechanism that is easy to use and maintain and gives
you constant control over the load. With 24 cf of cargo
space, it is available in all steel construction or with wood
sides and deck.

LogRite Cant Hooks and Peaveys
Set the Standard for Logging Hand Tools

Options for the BTS Hauler include wide tires or a Tow
Tongue to pull the BTS with your stump grinder or ATV,

Made of aircraft aluminum and powder coated blue,
LogRite's handles are stronger, lighter and easier to see.
The hooks are heat treated and zinc plated to last a lifetime.
LogRite’s unique hook geometry allows the hook to bite
effortlessly every time. When determining the size tool to
buy, you should consider the length of the handle and the
diameter of the logs you wish to move.

Whether made of wood or steel, all four sides of the All
Terrain Dump Trailer can be removed for easy access.
A handy tool box is included under the carriage.

Hookaroons are great tools for safely extending your reach.

LogRite Offers a Wide Variety of Tools
to Meet your Woodland Needs
This flyer provides a high-level overview of
available LogRite equipment. Consult the LogRite
website or full product brochure for other useful
hand tools and accessories, including hookaroons,
log scales, saw bucks, skidding tongs or pruning
saws – all offered at a discount to OWC members.

